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1. Karen Turnage Boyd, The Tale of Two Systems: How Integrated Divorce Laws Can
Remedy the Unintended Effects of Pure No-Fault Divorce, 12 CARdOzO J. lAW & GeNdeR 609,
609–10 (2006).

2. 23 PA. CONST. STAT. ANN. §§ 5301-5314 (2009). This paper uses Pennsylvania as a
“case study” of sorts.

3. “Adolescence” will be used to refer to children between the ages of thirteen and seven-
teen years old, as there is a “notable shift in maturity after seventeen. The years between
seventeen and approximately twenty appear to serve as a bridge between adolescence and
young adulthood.” Neil KAlTeR, GROWiNG uP WiTH diVORCe: HelPiNG YOuR CHild AVOid

iMMediATe ANd lATeR eMOTiONAl PROBleMS 309 (1990). “Adolescent” is used synonymously
with “young teen.”

4. See 23 PA. CONST. STAT. ANN. § 5301 (defining children as unemancipated individuals
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I. Introduction

Over 500,000 children under the age of six are affected by divorce each
year.1 This creates thousands of custody agreements, either privately
negotiated or court-imposed. But what happens when those young chil-
dren grow into young teenagers? The divorce process generally involves
a period of separation, followed by a formal divorce, involving a child
custody agreement or order. While custody arrangements are most often
made when children are in their early childhood, arrangements are not
automatically changed or revisited as children grow up. As an example,
the current Pennsylvania approach to custody2 does not acknowledge
developmental changes as children progress into adolescence.3 Custody
arrangements made when a child is seven may remain in effect until the
child reaches age eighteen.4
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under the age of eighteen). Custody arrangements remain unchanged unless modified through
parental renegotiation or relitigation. Id. § 5310 (custody modifications).

5. These changes include a new social environment, awareness of their sexuality, desire
for independence, need for greater stability, and natural separation from their parents.

6. ROBeRT e. eMeRY, THe TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN ANd diVORCe 164 (2004) [hereinafter
eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN] (recommending the creation of adaptable parenting plans in
mediation of custody arrangements).

7. See interview with Robert e. emery, Ph.d., Professor of Psychology and director of the
Center for Children, Families, and the law, university of Virginia (Sept. 30, 2009) [hereinafter
emery Sept. 30 interview]; see generally Christy M. Buchanan, eleanor e. Maccoby, &
Sanford M. dornbush, Caught Between Parents: Adolescents’ Experience in Divorced Homes,
62 CHild deVel. 1008, 1009–10 (1991) [hereinafter Buchanan, et al., Caught Between Parents]
(adolescents feel caught between parents as they have difficulty adjusting in the postdivorce
context).

8. See, e.g., JudiTH WAlleRSTeiN & JOAN B. KellY, SuRViViNG THe BReAKuP: HOW

CHildReN ANd PAReNTS COPe WiTH diVORCe 170 (1980) (noting that adolescents whose parents
divorce suffer depression and may express doubt about the possibility of successful marriages);
JudiTH S. WAlleRSTeiN, JuliA M. leWiS, & SANdRA BlAKeSlee, THe uNexPeCTed leGACY OF

diVORCe: THe 25 YeAR lANdMARK STudY (2001) (finding difficulties in maintaining friend-
ships and in attaining success in school performance); KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 332 (lack of
contact between a child and his or her father correlates with developmental issues regarding

Social science research extensively documents the changing needs,
behaviors, and difficulties faced by children growing into young teens.5

“[A] plan that works well for your four-year-old son may not be the best
possible arrangement when he turns seven, twelve, or sixteen.”6 initial
custody arrangements are based on either the parents’ or court’s view of
the best interests of the child, but the best interests of a young child often
vary greatly from the best interests of an adolescent. Moreover, studies
show that young teens generally want to change their custody arrange-
ments as they grow7 but have no formal recourse to do so.

i will first identify the problem in the lives of postdivorce adolescents
by discussing their developmental changes, changes in the postdivorce
lives of their parents, and the failure of the Pennsylvania custody approach
to adapt custody arrangements. Next, i will examine possible solutions in
light of four major concerns illuminated by this research: providing adapt-
ability of custody agreements, reasonably encouraging adolescents’ voic-
es, allowing review without increasing conflict, and ensuring enforceabil-
ity. Finally, i will propose the adoption of a periodic review of custody
arrangements to address the best interests of young teens.

II. Getting to the Heart of the Problem: No Room for Change

initial arrangements of custody (sole versus joint custody) are a topic
of research and sociological and psychological study of the effects of the
various custody arrangements on the behavioral, social, and educational
development of children and adolescents.8 despite this plethora of
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masculinity for boys and may detrimentally affect girls’ interaction with males). But see e.
MAViS HeTHeRiNGTON & JOHN KellY, FOR BeTTeR OR FOR WORSe: diVORCe ReCONSideRed

229 (2002) (noting only twenty to twenty-five percent of children with difficulties experience
serious emotional, social, and/or behavioral problems). See, e.g., Solangel Maldonado, Beyond
Economic Fatherhood: Encouraging Divorced Fathers to Parent, 153 u. PA. l. ReV. 921, 967-
79 (2005) (discussing the social and legal biases often felt by divorced fathers and the resulting
lack of paternal involvement in maternal sole custody arrangements); Robert Bauserman, Child
Adjustment in Joint-Custody Versus Sole Custody Arrangements: A Meta-Analytic Review, 16
J. FAM. PSYCHOl. 91, 98–100 (2002) (finding the joint-custody arrangement most beneficial to
a child’s adjustment).

9. See eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 164 (devotes a portion of his rec-
ommendations for divorcing parents to the creation of a parenting plan that will be able to
change as the child grows up).

10. See 23 PA. CONST. STAT. ANN. § 5310 (2009).
12. See id. § 5303(a).
12. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 309.
13. Id.
14. See e. Mavis Hetherington & Margaret Stanley-Hagan, The Adjustment of Children

with Divorced Parents: A Risk and Resiliency Perspective, 40 J. CHild PSYCHOl. PSYCHiAT.
129, 131 (1999) (finding divorce makes adolescence more difficult).

15. Matt isohanni et al., Teenage Alcohol Drinking and Non-Standard Family Background,
38 SOC. SCi. Med. 1565, 1573 (1994); HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 208–13;

research and commentary, it is difficult to find the effect of unchanged
custody arrangements, entered during early childhood on now-adolescent
children.9 The focus is generally on initial custody determinations and
modification petitions.10 Courts will only consider a child or adolescent’s
preference as one factor in determining his or her best interests.11

The sections to follow will provide an overview of the relevant post-
divorce experience. Specifically, the problem can be broken down into
three main areas: (1) adolescents experience developmental changes
which militate against static custody arrangements; (2) parents’ post-
divorce lives change, and arrangements should help the parties address
those changes; and (3) the Pennsylvania custody system does not ade-
quately address the need for change.

A. Developmental Changes in Adolescence: Growing Up Is Tough!

Adolescence is a tough “time of remarkable change”12 for children—a
period of awkward exploration and self-definition.13 To understand why
custody arrangements need to adapt as children grow, it is informative to
examine how the postdivorce context implicates these developmental
changes.14 Social science scholars highlight that as children progress into
their adolescent years, they face a new social environment, become aware
of their sexuality, seek independence and become self-absorbed, develop
a greater need for stability, and experience a natural separation from their
parents. each of these developmental areas can be negatively affected in
the postdivorce context15 while the question of how to adjust the approach
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CHRiSTY M. BuCHANAN, eleANOR e. MACCOBY, & SANFORd M. dORNBuSH, AdOleSCeNTS

AFTeR diVORCe 149 (1996) [hereinafter BuCHANAN, eT Al, AdOleSCeNTS AFTeR diVORCe] (rec-
ognizing that there are particular internal struggles experienced by adolescents in the post-
divorce context that should be addressed, such as spending time alone with one parent versus
being able to see both parents together or missing one parent).

16. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 309–10.
17. See id. at 310 (finding frustration and feelings often expressed in negative ways, such

as illegal substance abuse or sexual activities); see also isohanni et al., supra note 15, at 1573
(noting increased risk of alcohol abuse in teens of divorced families).

18. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189–90 (discussing the need for flex-
ibility in custody arrangements during adolescent years due to the need for flexibility to main-
tain their schedules and friendships).

19. See MiCHAel V. BlOOM, AdOleSCeNT-PAReNTAl SePARATiON 33 (1980) (discussing the
cognitive development’s effect on the individual’s self-awareness).

20. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 309 (parties, dating relationships, and friendships with mem-
bers of the opposite sex).

21. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189 (finding adolescents may express
a desire to live with the parent of the same sex, even though they previously lived primarily with
the other); cf. HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 208–13 (difficulties faced by adoles-
cent girls in postdivorce situations based on sexuality and ways mothers can cope).

22. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 309 (stating self-awareness of sexuality translates into the
“quality of being self-absorbed.”).

to custody to best serve the interests of adolescents without giving ado-
lescents unreasonable power over their parents to change their custody
arrangements. Parents must strike a balance between listening to adoles-
cents and being overpowered by them.

Children face a new social environment in adolescence as they go from
“the relatively calm haven that elementary school has become to the more
exciting and as yet unmastered worlds of junior high and high school.”16

Adapting to a new social environment is often more difficult in post-
divorce context, as the young teen attempts to reconcile “two sets of sig-
nificant changes in their lives: those that normally arise in this period of
development, and those accompanying [post-divorce life].”17 in addition,
the new environment makes it particularly important for adolescents to
maintain friendships, which may be difficult where the custody arrange-
ment requires them to move between two households.18

After the age of thirteen, children become more aware of their bodies
and their sexuality.19 They begin to spend time with members of the oppo-
site sex and bridge into the new social norm of romantic relationships.20

in the postdivorce context, this often leads adolescents to form a prefer-
ence for more time with the parent of the same sex,21 suggesting that there
may be a reason to shift the time allocations of custody between parents.

Adolescents attempt to form their own identity and seek independence
from their parents which leads them to perceive themselves as the center
of attention,22 making it emotionally difficult for young teens to move
back and forth between two parents’ households in custody arrange-
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23. Cf. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 190.
24. Cf. Robert e. emery et al., Child Custody Mediation and Litigation: Custody, Contact,

and Coparenting 12 Years After Initial Dispute Resolution, 69 J. CONSulTiNG ANd CliNiCAl

PSYCHOl. 323, 331 (2001) [hereinafter emery, Child Custody Mediation]; emery Sept. 30
interview, supra note 7.

25. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 309 (cries for independence often mask the heightened need
for emotional support and love of parents during this time of development). Many scholars cite
the need for stability in the lives of adolescents. See, e.g., BONNie l. BARBeR & dAVid H. deMO,
THe KidS ARe AlRiGHT (AT leAST, MOST OF THeM): liNKS BeTWeeN diVORCe ANd diSSOluTiON

ANd CHild Well-BeiNG, in HANdBOOK OF diVORCe ANd RelATiONSHiP diSSOluTiON 292 (Mark
A. Fine & John H. Harvey, eds. 2006); Claire Cartwright, Life Stories of Young Adults Who
Experienced Parental Divorce as Children and Adolescents 5 (Austl. inst. Fam. Stud., Working
Paper, 2005).

26. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 310; see also eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6,
at 304 (adolescents often express anger as they experience their own “identity crisis”).

27. KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 310; see also BuCHANAN, eT Al., AdOleSCeNTS AFTeR

diVORCe, supra note 15, at 149 (some children express frustration during divorce because they
are unable to spend time with both parents or because they miss one parent while visiting the
other, but some children enjoy spending time alone with each parent); eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT

CHildReN, supra note 6, at 63 (parents’ failure to appreciate child’s coping during divorce). This
is especially problematic where one parent remains unmarried and functions as a single parent
in the household.

28. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189; see also BuCHANAN eT Al.,
AdOleSCeNTS AFTeR diVORCe, supra note 15, at 148 (finding distance and need to move
between two households creates frustration for adolescents).

29. See generally eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189.
30. See emery Sept. 30 interview, supra note 7 (managing friends and social activities);

Buchanan, et al., Caught Between Parents, supra note 7, at 1009–10.

ments.23 They will often want to change custody arrangements based on
their desire for independence from their parents.24

despite their often-expressed preferences to the contrary, adolescents
develop a greater need for stability from their parents as they grow.25 in
fact, adolescents need more “emotional support, love, and firm guidance”
from their parents while they seek to establish their independence.26 This
can be especially difficult to accommodate in the postdivorce context,
because of the financial, social, and emotional stresses on parents;
divorced parents generally have less time to parent or support their young
teens, leaving the increased need for stability unmet.27

The need for greater stability is also relevant to adolescents’ post-
divorce residential arrangements. Adolescents seek stability by preferring
“to have one house as a headquarters, even if they previously lived com-
fortably in joint physical custody.”28 A headquarters provides the stabili-
ty they need to accommodate their busier schedules and desire for inde-
pendence, and maintain friendships close to home.29 They have busier
schedules than they did during childhood, which requires greater flexibil-
ity in custody schedules.30 Adolescents focus “on their own increasing
independence, not on their family life,” leading to a preference for one
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31. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189.
32. See id. at 165.
33. Cartwright, supra note 25.
34. See BuCHANAN, eT Al., AdOleSCeNTS AFTeR diVORCe, supra note 15, at 148 (finding

that greater distance between households correlates with lower reported satisfaction, possibly
because of the difficulty of transitions, lessened flexibility). “[d]ivorce may split one family
into two separate family systems, [but] the child remains a part of each of those new families.”
Id. at 143.

35. Id. at 152 (some children enjoy having two groups of friends—one at each parent’s
house—while others do not); eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189–90
(adolescents with preference for one residence, even if previously lived comfortably in joint
custody, as their social lives, need for flexibility become important).

36. HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 229.
37. BlOOM, supra note 19, at 23 (noting that “The powerful child-parent relationship

so necessary to child development must now die in order to allow the young adult to pursue
independently his or her future”).

38. Id.
39. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 189.
40. Id. at 165; see also e-mail interview with Robert e. emery, Ph.d., Professor of

Psychology and director of the Center for Children, Families, and the law, university of
Virginia (Oct. 5, 2009) (on file with author) [hereinafter emery Oct. 5 interview] (“Of course,
i want and hope PAReNTS will listen to their teenagers,” but adolescents should not be given

home without the need to move back and forth.31 Robert emery notes that
“[a]dolescents require the integration of three schedules: Mom’s, dad’s,
and their own. Because teenagers have their own busy lives, parents
should not be surprised if a complex schedule creates problems for
them.”32 Young teens find support in their friends and community rela-
tionships, which this is especially true for teens in the postdivorce con-
text,33 but the need to move often from one parent’s house to another
makes maintaining friendships difficult.34 Adolescents easily become
frustrated and express anger when forced to move between two house-
holds.35 Moreover, stability may be further diminished if a parent repart-
ners or remarries and introduces a new person into the household.36

Young teens experience a natural separation from their parents as they
transition from a child-parent relationship into an adult-adult relation-
ship.37 They must learn to function and rationalize their world independ-
ent of their parents; this change is often experienced with a sense of
“bereavement” by the parents.38 Parents may not recognize that the
changes are a result of natural adolescent development, because parents
may focus on the divorce and take the separation personally.

Finally, these developmental changes must be weighed against the
potential for an inappropriate delegation of power to young teens in their
custody arrangements. Adolescents will be more likely to express their
preferences as they grow older,39 but parents must strike a balance
between listening and allowing adolescents to take parental responsibili-
ty.40 Teens should not be made to feel that they have to choose between
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inappropriate power over their parents.).
41. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 165.
42. See Telephone interview with Jonathan Hoffman, Associate, Weber, Gallagher,

Simpson, Stapleton, Fires & Newby llP (Nov. 6, 2009) [hereinafter Hoffman interview]
(courts usually consider the preferences of children ten and older and base the weight to be
given to the preference on the child’s maturity).

43. HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 164–70, 188–90 (discussing the necessary
considerations and adjustments for divorced partners in second marriages) and that (over-eager-
ness to incorporate a stepfamily may produce negative consequences). Id. at 188–89.

44. d. KellY WeiSBeRG & SuSAN FReNCH APPleTON, MOdeRN FAMilY lAW 822 (2006)
(usual reasons for relocation include remarriage, new jobs or a loss of a job, educational oppor-
tunities, or moral or economic support from relatives). “[W]ithin four years of separation or
divorce, seventy-five per cent of custodial mothers will relocate at least once, and half of these
will relocate again.” Id. (citing Sarah l. Gottfried, Note, Virtual Visitation: The New Wave of
Communication Between Children and Non-Custodial Parents in Relocation Cases, 9 CARdOzO

WOMeN’S l.J. 567–68 (2003)). See, e.g., Gianvito v. Gianvito, 975 A.2d 1164, 1167–69 (Pa.
Super. Ct. 2009) (after separation, mother moved to pursue her career, relocated a second time,
and was planning to remarry).

45. See HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 204–05 (divorced parents have particular
difficulty coping with adolescent independence).

46. Cf. id. (conflict between children and parents increases during adolescence, and “the
increase is especially marked in divorced and remarried families.”). Moreover, divorced parents
may not recognize that the initial custody arrangement should be changed based on changes
during adolescence.

47. See, e.g., eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 201 (nonresidential parent
may feel “lost” about how to interact with the child or may grieve time spent together as a
family).

two parents41 or have the opportunity to manipulate or overpower their
parents.42

B. Postdivorce Lives of Parents: Parents Change, Too

Parents also experience changes in the years following the divorce and
initial custody order. Custody arrangements entered around the time of the
divorce cannot address unexpected changes in the parents’ lives. Some
parents remarry or repartner, bringing a new person into the home. This
may create new families with stepchildren, accompanied by new dynam-
ics and stresses.43 Some parents relocate based on job opportunities, con-
tinuing education, or a desire to be closer to extended family.44

Parents adjusting to their own postdivorce lives, must also adjust to the
fact that their child is growing up and will naturally separate from them.
in the postdivorce context, an adolescent’s natural separation from his or
her parent(s) is especially difficult for a parent to understand.45 The par-
ent, acutely focused on the divorce, may fail to see that the major change
of adolescence is also affecting the child.46 As a result, a nonresidential
parent who has a diminished amount of time with the child experiences a
powerful feeling of rejection by the child.47 if a custody arrangement was
expected to adapt over the years, a parent’s expectations might be better-
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48. 23 PA. CONST. STAT. ANN. § 5303 (2009) (“in making an order for custody, partial cus-
tody, the court shall consider the preference of the child as well as any other factor which legit-
imately impacts the child’s physical, intellectual and emotional well-being.”); § 5310 (modifi-
cations).

49. Id. § 5301 (“[W]hen it is in the best interest of the child, [it is Pennsylvania’s state pol-
icy] to assure a reasonable and continuing contact of the child with both parents after a separa-
tion or dissolution of the marriage.”); id. § 5302 (defining types of custody).

50. The Pennsylvania custody statute provides modification “at any time,” id. § 5310, as
long as the modification is in the “best interests” of the child. Karis v. Karis, 544 A.2d 1328,
1332 (Pa. 1998) (clarifying that the threshold showing of a substantial change did not need to
be demonstrated before modification based on the child’s best interest).

51. 23 PA. CONST. STAT. ANN. § 5310 (custody may be modified at any time to an order of
shared custody); see also WeiSBeRG & APPleTON, supra note 44, at 822 (discussing the liberal
“best interests” standard for modifications, as compared with the “substantial change in cir-
cumstances” standard of other jurisdictions).

52. The custody statute does not specify who may petition the court for modification. 23 PA.
CONST. STAT. ANN. § 5310. it does, however discuss awards of custody by parental agreement
or the discretion of the court. Id. § 5304 (award of shared custody). Grandparents have stand-
ing to petition for visitation rights and custody. See id. § 5313; see, e.g., Martin v. Martin, 562
A.2d 1389, 1391 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1989) (modification petition); Gruber v. Gruber, 583 A.2d 434,
438–39 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1990) (three-factor test to permit parent to relocate).

53. 23 PA. CONST. STAT. ANN. § 5303 (2009).
54. McMillen v. McMillen, 602 A.2d 845, 847–48 (Pa. 1992) (eleven-year old child’s pref-

informed. in other words, requiring arrangements to change as the years
go by may force the parents to look at their adolescent’s developmental
changes and understand that separation is part of development and not the
divorce.

C. The Current Pennsylvania Approach to Custody:
Lack of Attention to Change

The Pennsylvania custody system provides a backdrop for understand-
ing adolescents’ postdivorce experience, including court-ordered custody
arrangements, modification petitions, the consideration of a child’s pref-
erence, the relocation doctrine, privately-negotiated custody agreements,
and overarching policy concerns. The overarching standard in custody
arrangements is the “best interests of the child.”48 A court may make an
order granting sole custody to one parent with visitation to the other, or
partial custody to the parents.49 Although custody orders are not automat-
ically reviewed at any point following the initial order,50 modification is
permitted when it is in the “best interests of the child.”51 The modification
process begins when one or both parent(s) files a petition to modify cus-
tody with the court, but adolescents do not have a recognized right to
modification.52

The child’s preference is one of the factors that a court will consider in
determining his or her best interests53 where the child’s “maturity and
intelligence” make it appropriate.54 in practice, judges consider the child’s
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erence was appropriate to consider, based on his maturity and intelligence); see also Hoffman
interview, supra note 42. in McMillen, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court emphasized that
“child’s preference must be based on good reasons, and the child’s maturity and intelligence
must be considered”; the weight to be given to the preference is best determined by the judge
in the specific case. Id. at 847 (child’s reasons to prefer his father were valid where, unlike his
father, his mother left him home alone often, did not take him to his sporting activities, and he
did not get along with his mother’s partner) (citing Commonwealth ex rel. Pierce v. Pierce, 426
A.2d 555, 557 (Pa. 1981)).

55. McMillen, 602 A.2d at 847 (child’s preference “tip[ped] the scale” in favor of custody
with his father where the parents were both fit parents with equally suitable households).

56. Gruber v. Gruber, 583 A.2d 434, 438–39 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1990). See Theresa Glennon,
Still Partners? Examining the Consequences of Post-Dissolution Parenting, 41 FAM. l.q. 105,
137 (2007) (discussing the relocation doctrine of various states).

57. See Gruber, 583 A.2d at 438 (“the interest of the non-custodial parent in sharing in the
love and rearing of his or her children and . . . the state’s interest in protecting the best interests
of the children.”).

58. Id. at 439.
59. Id. (custodial parent with burden to show relocation favored and noncustodial parent

need only show integrity of motives).
60. Robert e. emery, Randy K. Otto, & William T. O’donohue, Demographics of Family

Structure, Custody Disputes & Custody Arrangements, 6 PSYCHOl. SCi. 3, 3 (1999) (“[O]ver
three quarters of custody arrangements were negotiated either by the parents themselves or
through their lawyers.”) (citing Maccoby and Mnookin’s 1992 study of 1,124 divorcing fami-
lies with children); Melvin Aron eisenberg, Private Ordering through Negotiation: Dispute-
Settlement and Rulemaking, 89 HARV. l. ReV. 637, 637 (1975–76).

preference only as a “tie-breaker” between two fit parents; it is “impor-
tant,” but not “controlling.”55

Just as an initial custody arrangement may need to be tweaked based on
the needs of the children, it, too, may need to be tweaked based on the
changing lives of the parents. Pennsylvania case law provides the standard
for allowing custodial parents to relocate.56 The relocation doctrine focus-
es on ensuring that the best interests of the child are met and protecting
the child’s relationship with the noncustodial parent.57 under Gruber v.
Gruber,58 the court must evaluate “the potential economic or other advan-
tages of the proposed move” for the parents and child, “the integrity of the
motives of both the custodial and noncustodial parent in either seeking the
move or seeking to prevent it,” and “the availability of realistic, substitute
visitation arrangements to adequately foster an ongoing relationship
between the child and the noncustodial parent.”59 Cases show
Pennsylvania courts have recognized the need to address the changing
needs of parents, but have not made a similar effort to address the chang-
ing needs of children.

Custody arrangements are privately negotiated in the majority of cases,
which means that the court’s role is comparatively minimal.60 However,
privately-negotiated custody agreements are informed by the framework
of the law. The parties are guided by the bounds of statutory and case law
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61. Id. Marc Galanter, Justice in Many Rooms: Courts, Private Ordering, and Indigenous
Law, 19 J. leGAl PluRAliSM 1, 7 (1981) (internal citation omitted).

62. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 169.
63. Id. The problem is that there will inevitably be a dispute if the parties are coming from

such defensive positions. Id. at 165. instead, parents should be encouraged to negotiate or medi-
ate an agreement and “to ‘own’ their agreement, that is, to view it as a moral contract at least
as much as a legal contract.” See emery Sept. 30 interview, supra note 7. The New Model
addresses the issue of private negotiations by providing training for attorneys to encourage a
more flexible approach to custody agreements.

64. emery Sept. 30 interview, supra note 7; emery, Child Custody Mediation, supra note
24, at 331.

65. See Hoffman interview, supra note 42.
66. Cf. linda Jellum, Parental Custody Agreements, 65 OHiO ST. l. ReV. 615, 641 (2004)

(advocating a parental deference standard to decrease the number of custody disputes that have
to be litigated); MARY ANN MASON, THe CuSTOdY WARS: WHY CHildReN ARe lOSiNG THe

BATTle ANd WHAT We CAN dO ABOuT iT, 37 (1999) (describing the extensive provisions taken
in a five-year custody battle).

67. See King v. King, 889 A.2d 630 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2005) (family involved with the court
at least eight times between 2000 and 2005; child subjected to five years of an undecided cus-
tody status). See also Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, supra note 14, at 131 (adolescents who
were functioning well before divorce often experience problems in their postdivorce lives);
BARBeR & deMO, supra note 25, at 292 (describing the academic, psychological, externalizing/
conduct effects on children of divorce).

in creating their agreements, because “[legal rules regarding] custody give
each parent certain claims based on what each would get if the case went
to trial . . . [considering] the outcome that the law would impose if no
agreement is reached.”61 Parents generally take an adversarial approach to
private negotiation, and thereby create inflexible agreements.62

“divorcing parents may be persuaded by their own inclinations and by the
advice of their counsel to decline a flexible approach from the out-set
[, because] . . . either party might experience more difficulty if he or she
agrees to a flexible arrangement and the other spouse breaks the agree-
ment.”63 increasingly, parents either voluntarily or by court order, medi-
ate custody. Studies show that families who mediated custody arrange-
ments were more likely to be flexible in their agreements to accommodate
the changing needs of the parents and the children.64 This suggests that
adolescents may benefit from mediation of custody agreements.

Finally, there are significant policy concerns surrounding custody mod-
ifications. There is a negative public perception that modifying arrange-
ments (i.e., filing a modification petition to create a new arrangement) is
a sign of failure.65 instead of expecting that arrangements will grow stale
as children grow and mature, the necessity of relitigating places a stigma
on modification.66 Parents may seek to spare children from the confusing
and harmful effects of continuous negotiation and litigation, since the
after-effects of divorce are already harmful to child development.67

However, this desire to avoid harm caused by ensuing litigation results in
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68. See Martin v. Martin, 562 A.2d 1389, 1391 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1989) (discussing the poten-
tial of one ex-spouse/parent using the process of modification petitions to harass the other
ex-spouse/parent).

69. dr. Robert emery is a “psychologist, mediator, researcher, and college professor known
for [his] twenty-five years of scientific studies and work on families and divorce.” eMeRY,
TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 2.

70. Id. at 163 (A parenting plan is a “legal agreement that spells out a clear, specific sched-
ule for children as well as guidelines for each parent’s coparenting responsibilities and role in
decision making.”); Family law Act (1975), pt. Vii div. 4 § 63B (Austl.) [hereinafter Family
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avoidance of a change to the custody arrangement. in addition, judges are
concerned with the potential for abuse of the modification process, since
there is no limit to the number of petitions that can be filed.68 There is an
important distinction between continuous relitigation of a custody
arrangement and providing a forum for the reassessment of an arrange-
ment that may no longer be in the child’s best interests based on develop-
mental needs. This article recommends the latter.

III. Searching for a Solution

in light of the postdivorce context, adolescents’ developmental changes
show the need for adaptable custody arrangements to meet their best inter-
ests. Mindful of the foregoing research and the current lack of review of
custody arrangements in Pennsylvania and other places, an appropriate
solution must focus on (1) providing adaptability of custody arrangements,
(2) reasonably encouraging adolescents’ voices for change, (3) allowing
review without increasing conflict, and (4) ensuring enforceability. in pur-
suing a solution, i solicited the recommendations of family law scholars
and practitioners and looked outside the united States for possible foreign
models. i focus on three recommendations: the first is by dr. Robert
emery, Ph.d.,69 a prominent scholar and mediator who assists divorcing
couples through mediation and the creation of parenting plans that will best
serve the needs of their children; a second one by family law practitioner
Jonathan Hoffman, who proposes that custody orders should require auto-
matic review to address the need for change; and the third is the Australian
model, which emphasizes the importance of noncourt resolution of family
disputes and the creation of parenting plans, devoting extensive govern-
ment resources to alternative dispute resolution.

A. Providing Adaptability of Custody Arrangements

it should no longer be presumed that a custody agreement entered at the
time of divorce will be beneficial for all of a child’s years of minority;
agreements must have the potential to adapt to change. “Parenting
plans”70 provide adaptability of custody arrangements. Parenting plans,



law Act] (“(a) to agree about matters concerning the child; and (b) to take responsibility for
their parenting arrangements and for resolving parental conflict; and (c) to use the legal system
as a last resort. . . .”).

71. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 163. Family law Act, pt. Vii div. 4
§ 63C; Id. pt. Vii div. 4 § 63d (plan may be modified or revoked by agreement); e-mail
interview with ian Goodhardt, Manager, Family Mediation Centre (Oct. 1, 2009) (on file with
author) [hereinafter Goodhardt interview] (Parenting plan “is not legally enforceable, but it is
legally significant in that a court must ask if a parenting plan exists and, if so, take what it says
into account when making orders, and a Parenting Plan will override an earlier court order inso-
far as the two contradict each other.”).

72 eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 164 (recommending change “after a
reasonable trial” of a few months to better meet the needs of the child and the parents); Family
law Act, supra note 70, (parenting plans may include “the process to be used for resolving dis-
putes about the terms or operation of the plan; and the process to be used for changing the plan
to take account of the changing needs or circumstances of the child or the parties to the plan.”);
see also Goodhardt interview, supra note 71 (“The 2006 changes to Australian law recognise
the need to change arrangements as children age. For this reason the concept of the Parenting
Plan was reintroduced.”).

73. Hoffman interview, supra note 42.
74. Id. (if each parent does not respond with an affidavit, the family members must go to

the mediator to work out their disagreements.).
75. Some adolescents become frustrated with inflexible arrangements that do not allow

them to change visitation or custody time with one parent in order to participate in school or
social activities, whereas others are frustrated with flexible arrangements that allow them to be
pressured by one parent or the other to change the schedule and forgo time with the other par-
ent. See BuCHANAN, eT Al., AdOleSCeNTS AFTeR diVORCe, supra note 15, at 152; eMeRY, TRuTH

ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 304 (anger expressed as teens go through “identity crises”

nonbinding agreements created by parents through formal mediation or
informal negotiation to allocate the scheduling and parental responsibili-
ties that will be involved in custody,71 can change as the child and fami-
ly’s needs change. Parents should expect and plan for that change.72 A
good parenting plan ensures adaptability of arrangements by instilling
flexibility at the time of divorce. As the child grows into his or her ado-
lescent years, the schedules of each parent and the young teen will need
to be integrated. Parents should expect that complex schedules will create
difficulties for these young teens and adjust accordingly.

Jonathan Hoffman proposes a two-year automatic review of custody
agreements with a court-appointed mediator. Custody orders would
include standard language requiring review with a court-appointed medi-
ator, giving the family the opportunity to address whether the custody
arrangement is no longer feasible for the child’s needs.73 At the review,
parents who do not have any disagreements or are able to work out their
own arrangements can each merely sign an affidavit, attesting that there
is no disagreement, and mail the affidavit to the court.74 Arrangements
can be adapted to the needs of the particular adolescent, whether it is for
more flexibility in the custody schedule or for having one residence as a
headquarters.75
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and grow frustrated with their schedules). Id. at 6.
76. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 190.
77. emery Oct. 5 interview, supra note 40. it is problematic to give adolescents of divorced

families rights not given to adolescents of intact families, because the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court held that similarly situated children may not be treated differently under the equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the united States Constitution. Curtis v.
Kline, 666 A.2d 265, 270 (Pa. 1995) (refusing to recognize the right of a young adult of a
divorced family to postmajority educational support where young adults of intact families do
not possess the right).

78. Hoffman interview, supra note 42 (“i have had cases where the child doesn’t like some-
thing the mother did, so he goes to his father, and then the parents are litigating over the child
going back and forth. Now, what would happen if you give that child the power to call in the
court?”).

79. See KAlTeR, supra note 3, at 317 (in current custody disputes, young teens sometimes
report a court-imposed feeling of being forced to choose between their parents, since courts gen-

B. Reasonably Encouraging Adolescents’ Voices for Change

Adolescents living under custody arrangements entered during their
early childhood should have their best interests evaluated in light of new
developmental needs, especially because it may become difficult to force
a teen to follow an arrangement that he or she opposes.76 Young teens
generally desire a change in their custody arrangements as they develop.
However, while adolescents may have strong feelings about their custody
arrangement, they should not be given power over their parents and usurp
parental responsibility for major decisions.

One possible solution is to give adolescents of a particular age the right
to petition the court for modification. Young teens would have the right to
file a petition under the custody statute and compel their parents to a hear-
ing to modify the arrangement. Although this solution would directly
address the lack of change in custody arrangements, it has the potential to
create dangerous risks. First, it gives adolescents of divorced families a
right not given to children of intact families, because adolescents do not
have the right to supersede the decisions of their parents by soliciting
court intervention77 unless they seek emancipation. Second, “[t]here is a
general feeling with judges and practitioners that you should not empow-
er children too much, because they are just that—children—and they can
be manipulative.”78 There is a potential for abuse by young teens that may
be emotional as they struggle to cope with their developmental changes
further complicated by the postdivorce environment. Finally, parents
might attempt to manipulate their adolescents to seek a custody change to
cloak the parent’s own need for change. Another potential negative would
be to ask an adolescent to choose between his or her parents in court and
to explain why that change is needed.79 Addressing the problem head-on
through the creation of an adolescent’s right is not appropriate because of
these risks.
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erally will hear and consider the preferences of adolescents in the placement of custody);
BuCHANAN eT Al., AdOleSCeNTS AFTeR diVORCe, supra note 15, at 214 (possibility of feeling
caught between two parents in custody disputes). See also Hoffman interview, supra note 42
(practitioners and judges have a general feeling that children should not be forced to choose
between or manage pressure from their parents).

80. See Robert emery, Children’s Voices, 45 ARiz. l. ReV. 621, 626 (2003) (danger of chil-
dren becoming “substitute parents”); Goodhardt interview, supra note 71 (Adolescents should
not be encouraged to attempt to change custody arrangements, because “it is important for par-
ents to be parents and children to be children—it is a sign of dysfunction when children—even
adolescents—begin taking on the role of parents. . . .”).

81. See emery, Children’s Voices, supra note 80, at 626; Goodhardt interview, supra note
71.

82. Goodhardt interview, supra note 71.
83. emery, Children’s Voices, supra note 80 at 626. Id. emery poses a series of questions

to illuminate his concern with a mediator stepping in to listen to the child’s preference if the
parents were considering a move but could not agree: if the parents asked the child about his or
her preferences:“Would [the parents] decide to move or stay depending upon [the child’s wish-
es]? Would [they seek out a] therapist to find out what the child really wanted to do? if the par-
ents went to a mediator. . . , would they expect to have their children involved in the process?”
Id. The answer to these rhetorical questions is likely that “good parents” would not look outside
their own parental authority to make these decisions. They would discuss the decision with each
other and decide on their own.

in contrast to the right to petition for modification, emery and the
Australian models caution against allowing a child to work with an out-
side professional (e.g., mediator or therapist) to change the custody
arrangement.80 Parents should be the ones listening to their children; pro-
fessionals should not independently listen and incorporate the preferences
of the child as to custody, because it would usurp the general parent-child
roles.81 Moreover, the Australian model presumes that “children [need] to
be children,” and it is a sign of “dysfunction” if a child wants to change
the arrangement.82

For perspective, emery uses the example of parents in an intact family
who are deciding whether or not to move when the father wants to move,
but the mother does not. “Good parents” would consult the child about his
or her preferences but take the ultimate responsibility for the decision to
move. They likely would not take the child to a therapist or a mediator to
find out what the child would want to do and mediate based on that pref-
erence.83 The comparison to intact families is a compelling point, as it
almost seems unreasonable to expect parents to engage a mediator or ther-
apist to listen to a child’s preferences when the parents may have signifi-
cant reasons for the decision, such as a new employment opportunity.
Parents will make a unified decision based on the family’s needs and well-
being. There is something significantly different about the context of
divorce that makes the services of an independent professional beneficial
in a way that might be unreasonable for intact families. When there is con-
flict between the parents, unified decisions may not be possible without an
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84. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 165, 189 (“There is a good reason
why society only gradually gives adolescents increasing citizen rights—to drive, to vote, to pur-
chase alcohol—and parents need to issue revocable ‘learner’s permits’ as teenagers test their
own and their parents’ limits in virtually every area of their life.”); see also emery, Children’s
Voices, supra note 80, at 627 (parents should listen to a child’s preferences in child custody
arrangements but must make the “ultimate custody decision”).

85. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 190 (noting that while teenagers may
want more independence, they really also “want and need relationships with their parents,
though [the] adolescent may be unwilling to admit this.”).

86. “High-conflict families” generally refers to those families in which there are “frequent
arguments, undermining and sabotage of each other’s roles as parents” and “low communica-
tion and high discord” among parents. See Janet R. Johnston, The Future of Children, 4
CHildReN ANd diVORCe 165, 166–67 (Spr. 1994).

independent professional. each parent may want something quite differ-
ent, therefore, the child’s wishes should be solicited as part of the decision-
making process.

understanding that adolescents’ needs should be reflected in custody
arrangements, the proper forum to hear those voices is a balance between
the two poles of a right to petition the court and a comparison to married
families. A mediation session with the parents and adolescent would
allow the adolescent to express his or her preferences in a welcoming set-
ting. Parents should listen to their children’s input about scheduling, and
consider the preferences in terms of reasonableness and practicability and
make changes that will be best for the family.84 even divorced parents
must work together, communicate, set “clear rules, and present[ ] a unit-
ed front . . . remind[ing] themselves—and it takes a conscious effort to do
so—that balancing autonomy and relatedness is the goal of parenting the
adolescent.”85 A professional may be needed to help families make this
united front: coming together to discuss the best options, since the divorce
context often prevents opportunities for cooperation. Hoffman’s automat-
ic review with a mediator would enable the young teen to express any
existing frustration and suggest a new arrangement—or even just a small
change to the schedule—to relieve the frustration. The opportunity to be
heard may, in and of itself, relieve some of the young teen’s frustration.

C. Allowing Review without Increasing Conflict

Since emotions surrounding divorce are intense, creating the opportu-
nity to change arrangements invites the possibility of creating conflict
between parents. Review of custody arrangements must strike the delicate
balance between encouraging productive review and inviting conflict.
Parenting plans, premised on enabling parents to agree on the best inter-
ests of their children require parental cooperation and are unlikely to be
viable for high-conflict families.86 Research, however, indicates that
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87. See generally emery, Child Custody Mediation, supra note 24, at 324–38.
88. Hoffman interview, supra note 42.
89. See HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 204–05 (noting divorced parents’

difficulties parenting adolescents and coping with the natural separation).
90. in response to this concern, emery looks to the dynamic of married families: children

are not able to appeal to outside professionals “when their parents make good or bad decisions.”
emery Oct. 5 interview, supra note 40.

91. “Family dispute resolution is a process (other than a judicial process): (a) in which a

mediation encourages cooperation and coparenting and may be beneficial
even for high-conflict families.87

Hoffman’s automatic review has the potential to invite litigation, as it
presumes that the automatic review will be effective in creating new
agreements. Requiring a review brings together two potentially conflicted
ex-spouses to air their grievances, which may create conflict that other-
wise might have gone unaddressed. in turn, adolescents will be exposed
to more conflict. in addition, it may increase the number of cases filed,
exacerbating court congestion. if a mediator identifies that the family is
likely to continue a conflict, the mediator should recommend counseling
to teach parents how to effectively coparent. With regard to court conges-
tion, not all families will need to participate in the formal review process
with a mediator, as there is the option to submit an affidavit to attest to a
lack of disagreements and bypass the mediation session.88

D. Ensuring Enforceability

Most states, including Pennsylvania, have a passive approach to cus-
tody modification, and a parent must act. Adolescents cannot legally
change their arrangements without persuading a parent to file a modifica-
tion petition. The parenting plans encouraged by emery and the
Australian model do not effectively alleviate this problem, because they
also are initiated by parental action. divorced parents might not recognize
that change is needed.89 While parents are encouraged to listen to their
children, it may be difficult or impossible for a child to convince his or her
parent of the need for change.90 in contrast, Hoffman’s automatic review
is court-mandated and thereby provides an automatic opportunity for par-
ents to listen to their children. Alternatively, if the parties made the cus-
tody agreement through private negotiations, they would be guided by the
framework of the law in creating the agreement and should provide for
review based on this expectation.

The Australian model also provides a potentially effective enforceabil-
ity tool. The Australian Family law Act requires that families attend
Family dispute Resolution (FdR) before filing a petition in family
court.91 Parents must attend FdR and obtain a certificate from a FdR
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family dispute resolution practitioner helps people affected, or likely to be affected, by separa-
tion or divorce to resolve some or all of their disputes with each other; and (b) in which the prac-
titioner is independent of all of the parties involved in the process.” Family law Act, supra note
70, pt. 2 div. 1 § 10G. Id. pt. V div. 1 § 60i (court may not hear an application relating to a child
unless the parents undergo FdR and the FdR practitioner submits a certificate as to attendance
and participation).

92. Id. pt. Vii div. 1 § 60i. The Family law Act does not define a “genuine effort,” but case
law and incorporation of other laws by reference suggest that a proper definition would include:
“attending family dispute resolution, . . . willingness to consider options put forward, . . . will-
ingness to consider putting forward options for the resolution of the dispute, and willingness to
focus on the needs and interests of the children, to the best of the parties’ ability.” Hillary Astor,
Making a Genuine Effort in Mediation: What Does It Mean? 6-8 (univ. Sydney, Sydney l.
Sch., Working Paper No. 08/132, 2008).

93. Goodhardt interview, supra note 71 (litigation in family law issues is only appropriate
where parents are “completely intransigent, or have engaged in violent or abusive behavior.”).

94. Family law Act, supra note 70, pt. Vii div. 1 § 60i.
95. ANdReW i. SHePARd, CHildReN, COuRTS ANd CuSTOdY 59 (2004) (quoting Association

of Family and Conciliatory Courts, “The Model Standards of Practice for Family and divorce
Mediation, August 2000.”).

96. See HeTHeRiNGTON & KellY, supra note 8, at 204–05; supra notes 45–46 and accom-
panying text.

practitioner to attest to the “genuine effort”92 to resolve the matter and its
outcome.93 Requiring mediation as a prerequisite to litigation provides an
opportunity to discuss the need for change. However, FdR does not
require mediation of agreements unless parents want to instigate litiga-
tion, and FdR does not require discussion of necessary changes in light of
children’s developmental needs.94

E. Summary

The recommendations of Robert emery and Jonathan Hoffman and the
Australian model provide useful lessons to inform the creation of a solu-
tion. They each address the need for adaptability in custody agreements
by incorporating mediation. Mediation is especially effective in custody
dispute resolution, “because it can increase the self-determination of
participants and their ability to communicate, promote the best interests of
children, and reduce the economic and emotional costs associated with the
resolution of family disputes.”95 However, an appropriate solution should
not depend on the parents initiating the process of change in nonmanda-
tory mediation or parenting plans, because parents may not recognize the
need for change96 or may be deterred by the stigma surrounding modifi-
cation. Moreover, review of agreements should be tied to court jurisdic-
tion in order to best ensure that the review takes place.

Automatic review poses the most effective solution to reasonably
encourage adolescent’s voices because it is automatic and does not
depend on parent initiative. There will be significant limitations for high-
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97. Astor, supra note 92, at 1–2.
98. Goodhardt interview, supra note 71; cf. Family law Act, supra note 70, pt. Vii div. 4

§ 63B; supra note 70.
99. See, e.g., Australian institute of Family Studies, http://www.aifs.gov.au/ (last visited

Nov. 19, 2009) (“The institute is a Commonwealth government research and information
agency established in 1980 to promote the identification and understanding of factors affecting
marital and family stability in Australia.”); Family law Council, http://www.ag.gov.au/flc (last
visited Nov. 19, 2009) (Council reports to the Attorney General with recommendation regard-
ing the Act and family law, prepares an index of available government-funded family services);
law Council of Australia: Family law Section, http://www.familylawsection.org.au/
default.asp (last visited Nov. 19, 2009) (features Australian family law lawyers and allows the
public to find family law lawyers as well as to dispute resolution practitioners based on the area
of expertise).

100. Family Relationships Online, Family Relationship Services, http://www.ag.gov.au
(follow the “More information About Family Relationship Services” hyperlink) [hereinafter
Family Relationships Website].

101. Family law Act, supra note 70, pt. 2 div. 1 §10B (family counselor helps people deal
with issues relating to marriage or helps people “including children, who are affected or likely
to be affected, by separation or divorce to deal with . . . personal and interpersonal issues
[and/or] issues relating to the care of children.”).

102. Family Relationships Website, supra note 100 (follow “About Family Relationship
Centres”).

103. Family law Act, supra note 70, pt. iiiB div. 3 § 13C (court with jurisdiction under the

conflict families, but automatic review may be the most perfect solution
in an imperfect world, because it requires the parents to come together in
mediation and gives the mediator the option to refer them to coparenting
counseling before proceeding to litigation. While divorce inherently
involves intense emotions and conflict, adolescents should not be over-
looked based on the potential for increased litigation. instead, judges and
practitioners should encourage cooperative behavior in the negotiation of
agreements and execution of court orders.

Finally, i must recognize the differences between the u.S. and
Australian legal systems. The Australian model promotes alternative dis-
pute resolution for family law issues and discourages litigation,97 but its
usefulness may be limited in the united States. The Australian model is
premised on the idea that family issues are not appropriate for the litiga-
tion setting, because of litigation’s costs, inflexibility, potential to
increase conflict between parents, and low level of satisfaction overall.98

Moreover, the Australian Government devotes a significant amount of
resources to family law,99 including sixty-five Family Relationship
Centres.100 Family Relationship Centres offer family counseling101 and
FdR, focusing on assisting families “to reach agreements [regarding cus-
tody arrangements] without having to go to court.”102 These government-
funded noncourt services can be used by individuals or families on a vol-
untary basis, but courts have the power to order families to participate as
well.103 The u.S. family court system is built on the adversarial model and
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Act may order family counseling, family dispute resolution, or order participate in “an appro-
priate course, program or other service.”). There is a note in the provision that “[b]efore mak-
ing an order under this section, the court must consider seeking the advice of a family consult-
ant about the services appropriate to the parties’ needs.” Id.

104. See Bill ezzell, Comment, Inside the Minds of America’s Family Law Courts: The
Psychology of Mediation versus Litigation in Domestic Disputes, 25 lAW & PSYCHOl. ReV.
119, 132 (2001). Although a shift in focus to noncourt services may be appropriate and benefi-
cial for resolution of family law issues, the change to the Australian model would require dras-
tic changes. These extensive changes would be difficult to implement. A more realistic solution
involves small steps.

105. in the current custody system, courts retain jurisdiction even after entering the order.
See 28 u.S.C.S. § 1738A (2008) (issuing court’s jurisdiction “continues as long [the court has
jurisdiction under state law] . . . and such State remains the residence of the child or of any con-
testant.”); see also Kassam v. Kassam, 811 A.2d 1023, 1025 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2002) (“Custody
orders are temporary . . . The Commonwealth has a duty of paramount importance, to protect
the child’s best interests and welfare. To that end, it may always entertain an application for
modification and adjustment of custodial rights.”). Courts can use the continuing jurisdiction to
require Periodic Review.

106. i refer to children and adolescents synonymously in this section, since review will occur
every five years. For example, if an arrangement is made when a child is four, review will occur
when the child is nine and still not qualified as an “adolescent.” The nine-year-old child’s needs
should be considered at that review, and adjustments should be made as necessary. in another
five years, when the child is fourteen (i.e., now an adolescent), another review would occur,
allowing the parents to evaluate the needs of the adolescent.

does not provide comparable funding for noncourt services.104

IV. Proposal: The New Model

My proposal (New Model) combines some of the effective elements of
the recommendations outlined above and addresses the major concerns of
providing for adaptability of custody agreements, reasonably encouraging
adolescents’ voices, allowing review without increasing conflict, and
ensuring enforceability.

A. Nuts and Bolts of a New Model

The New Model incorporates automatic review and mandatory alterna-
tive dispute resolution guided by the flexible and adaptable parenting
plans that are intended to expect change in the future as the child grows
and forms different needs. The New Model requires court custody orders
to incorporate standard language requiring families to attend a Periodic
Review105 of the custody arrangement every five years with a court-
appointed mediator. Parents will work with the court-appointed mediator
during the Periodic Review to determine whether the custody arrange-
ment remains in the best interests of the child (i.e., adolescent).106 Periodic
Review is a prerequisite to filing a modification petition, as parents must
obtain a certificate of completion signed by a court-appointed mediator
before proceeding to litigation.
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in order to make the New Model effective, it would be codified in the
relevant statute. For example, the Pennsylvania custody statute would
provide “Periodic Review of Custody Orders:”

(a) in any order for the custody or partial custody of a child, the court shall
include a provision to require a review of the custody arrangement with a
court-appointed mediator in 5 year periods from the date of the order, begin-
ning 5 years after the initial order, until the child reaches the age of 18 years.
Review shall include:

(1) an examination of the custody arrangement to determine whether the
arrangement remains in the best interests of the child, considering the
factors under § 5303 of this chapter and the child’s developmental needs
and preferences; and

(2) discussion of any disputed custody matters raised by the parents.

if the arrangement is no longer in the best interests of the child, the parents and
the mediator shall amend the order to meet the best interests of the child.

(b) The parents may submit separate, signed affidavits attesting to the desire to
forgo the review due to a lack of custody-related disagreements. The par-
ents and child must then meet with a court-appointed mediator, who will
perform an evaluation to ensure that the arrangement is still in the best inter-
ests of the child, with special attention to discerning the child’s preference.

(c) local rules—The court shall adopt local rules to require the review in peri-
ods of 5 years from the date of the order and disseminate affidavits upon
request of the parents. The court shall create language to incorporate the
Periodic Review in custody orders and maintain a list of available media-
tors to perform the Periodic Reviews.

(d) in order to submit a petition to modify custody under § 5310 of this chap-
ter, parents must file an application to attend a review and follow the
requirements of subsection § 5315(a) and submit a certificate to the court
from a court-appointed mediator to attest to the attendance and general out-
come of the session.

under the New Model, the cost of Periodic Review mediation must be
at least partly borne by the participants; otherwise, state resources would
be significantly depleted, because it is proposed as a statewide initiative.
Parents will be required to pay for the mediation session on a sliding scale
based on their income level. The minimum and maximum fees will be
fixed by the county and based on the general demographic needs of the
population. The New Model requires only a five-year review, thereby
reducing the higher cost associated with Hoffman’s two-year review.
While this will require increased spending by Pennsylvania counties, it
will reduce court congestion by requiring mediation as a prerequisite to
litigation. Parents may choose to forgo litigation.

To further alleviate cost concerns, attorneys qualified as mediators
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107. American Bar Association, Continuing legal education (Cle)/Pro Bono State Rules,
http://www.abanet.org/legalservices/probono/clerules.html (last visited Nov. 19, 2009) (New
York, delaware, Minnesota, Tennessee, Colorado, Washington, Wyoming allow, whereas
Arizona and Vermont rejected the proposal). Pennsylvania does not yet allow Cle credit for
pro bono.

108. The periodic review may be a good opportunity to review and adjust the existing child
support award to ensure that it meets the child’s needs and is appropriated properly based on
each parents’ income level. Child support is not the focus of this paper, but the periodic review
would provide an available forum to address the issue.

109. See generally emery, Child Custody Mediation, supra note 24, at 324–38 (discussing

under the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure can donate their time to
Periodic Review through pro bono services. Some states permit attorneys
who represent pro bono clients to earn Continuing legal education (Cle)
credits.107 Allowing credit would be an effective way to alleviate the costs
of mediation and allow attorneys to fulfill license requirements. Private
mediators should also be encouraged to donate their time.

B. Mediation Guidelines

The Periodic Review will consist of a three-hour session with a court-
appointed mediator, qualified under the minimum standards of the local
court rules. The mediation guidelines of the New Model will utilize many
of the mediation rules for custody actions. Most states have a relevant
statute or court rule to specify the minimum qualifications of a mediator,
compensation to be provided, and the duties of the mediator in voluntary
mediation of custody actions. local courts should be guided by these min-
imum standards in establishing the qualifications for their mediators but
should recommend rather than merely permit that the child be present dur-
ing the mediation. in most states, with the consent of the parties, the medi-
ators may meet with the parties’ children or invite other persons to par-
ticipate in the mediation. Children should be present for at least part of the
mediation session to express their preferences. Mediators should also be
permitted and encouraged to meet with the child’s teachers, guidance
counselors, and other people with insight into the child’s developmental
needs. during the session, the mediator will discuss the existing custody
arrangement with the parents and adolescent and assist the parents in
adjusting the arrangement as necessary.108 if the parents are unable to
come to an agreement, the mediator should recommend coparenting coun-
seling to help them cooperate in their postdivorce relationship for the
benefit of their child.109

C. Addressing the Major Concerns

The New Model addresses the four major concerns: providing adapt-
ability of custody arrangements, reasonably encouraging adolescents,
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the potential of mediation to increase parental cooperation even in high-conflict families).
110. Consideration of the adolescent’s preferences should be based on the current guidelines,

which direct courts to consider the child’s preference based on age and maturity. See supra note
54; Hoffman interview, supra note 42. Parents should consider the adolescent’s preferences in
terms of reasonableness and practicability and make changes that will be best for the family.

111. See generally emery, Child Custody Mediation, supra note 24, at 324–38.

allowing review without increasing conflict, and ensuring enforceability.
The New Model will provide adaptability of custody arrangements by
bringing parents and children together to evaluate whether the arrange-
ment remains in the best interests of the child. The New Model does not
include Hoffman’s proposed affidavits, which would allow parents to
attest to the lack of disagreement in order to bypass the review. if parents
are able to bypass the review by signing affidavits, they may have the
opportunity to evaluate the adolescent’s preferences and needs. This goes
directly against the problem that custody arrangements are currently not
modified based on the growing child’s needs. if parents can bypass the
review, the arrangement may not be evaluated. under the New Model,
while parents may sign such affidavits, they will still be required to check
in with the mediator by attending a mediation session.

The New Model will ensure that adolescents are reasonably encour-
aged to express their preferences through the Periodic Review mediation
session. To prevent adolescents from becoming “substitute parents,”
mediators and parents are not required to give effect to adolescents’ pref-
erences during the review. instead, we must rely on parents to listen to
their children’s wishes. The review will provide the opportunity, not a
mandate, for change based on a child’s expressed wishes.110

Although the New Model may not decrease conflict, it will give ado-
lescents an opportunity to be heard. if there is a strong likelihood of con-
flict, an adolescent is presumably even less likely to ask his or her parents
for a change to the arrangement, possibly making formal recourse the only
solution. dismissal of the review based on the potential of litigation will
sacrifice those cases that can resolve through an automatic review and
mediation with the parents, especially because mediation has been found
to encourage cooperation even for high-conflict families.111 The New
Model also may make initial custody determinations less adversarial, if
parents know that they will have another opportunity to discuss the
arrangement during a Periodic Review within five years. Moreover,
Periodic Review may potentially eliminate or decrease the stigma of mod-
ifying custody arrangements, since the review will be automatic (i.e.,
expected for everyone so that review is not a negative reflection on the
family). Where parents are unable to agree during the Periodic Review
mediation session, the mediator can recommend coparenting counseling.
By giving the family members tools to resolve their disagreements, courts
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112. Hoffman, supra note 42 (“We keep putting on more and more Band-Aids when what
we really need to do is heal the wound . . . or at least give the parties the tools to heal it on their
own.”).

113. eMeRY, TRuTH ABOuT CHildReN, supra note 6, at 163; Goodhardt interview, supra note
71 (discussing Australia’s parenting plans).

114. See id. (parenting plans should adapt as the child grows).
115. See emery, Otto & O’donohue, supra note 60, at 3.

and mediators would enable families to address the real issues underlying
their conflicts.112

enforceability will be ensured because families will be required to
attend Periodic Review and address the potential for change. local courts
will send letters to notify families of the upcoming reviews. Periodic
Review will occur at mediation centers established in each county. Court-
mandated attendance is necessary to guard against the risk that parents
will not seek out the services of mediation centers.

D. How to Make the Change

in addition to statutory changes, the New Model involves recommen-
dations for family law judges and practitioners, because any effective
change will require a new way of approaching custody determinations.
Training for judges and practitioners should be integrated into Cle cours-
es or disseminated in a pamphlet or electronic document summarizing the
changes and providing guidance for implementation. Judges should be
educated regarding more adaptable and realistic ways of viewing custody
agreements to understand that custody arrangements should plan for adap-
tation in the future. Similar to the rationale of emery’s parenting plans,
judges should be mindful that parents should make custody arrangements
premised on working together to ensure the best quality of life for their
children.113 Arrangements should be changed as children grow and the
needs of the family change.114 This is not to suggest that judges should
create orders that are too flexible to be enforced; instead, they should keep
in the background of their decisions the idea that a custody order set today
will not necessarily be in the best interests of the child until he or she turns
eighteen. Judges should impart this guidance on the parents and advise
them of what to expect at the Periodic Review.

Practitioners are essential in the change to the New Model, especially
because the majority of families do not go to court to create the initial cus-
tody arrangement and instead devise them through private agreements
with a practitioner’s help or representation.115 Practitioners should be
guided by the requirement of Periodic Review, since the law provides the
framework for private negotiations. Practitioners should be trained in a
new way to approach custody agreements, focusing on incorporating
Periodic Review into private agreements.
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V. Conclusion

Custody orders are made early in the postdivorce life of the family and
cannot predict the changing developmental needs of the child or changes
in the parents’ lives. As a child grows into adolescence and attempts to
form his or her own identity, a custody arrangement implemented at the
time of divorce may no longer serve the child’s developed best interests.
The Pennsylvania custody statute neither provides a forum for parents to
address children’s changing needs, nor encourages review of arrange-
ments as the years pass.

drawing on the recommendations of Robert emery and Jonathan
Hoffman and the Australian model, the New Model presents an adaptable
approach to custody arrangements to address the changing needs of the
adolescent and parents. To be effective, the New Model requires statuto-
ry changes at the state and local levels as well as training for family court
judges and practitioners. it is a foundational change to the way we
approach custody arrangements: assuming the necessity of review to
account for adolescent development.


